Value of the data
Investigated data can assist engineers and researchers who are working with PCF based sensor gas and chemical senor.
Proposed PCF based chemical sensor experienced with superior performances than previous PCF based sensor.
For circular type's air cavities in both the cladding and core region, it can be easily fabricated by vastly used sol-gel method.
Dataset is desirable for the benchmark of different chemical sensing application using PCF based sensor.
Data
This article describes the implementation of the photonic crystal based sensor with circular cladding with circular core. Investigation has done both for circular and elliptical holes. Table 1 is illustrating the dataset for PML depth on fiber properties; Table 2 is describing the variation of 71% to 72 around the optimum structure; Table 3 is describing the behavior of the PCF for different individual index based alcohol all are enumerated at the controlling wavelength λ ¼ 1.55 mm and Table 4 shows the Sellmeier coefficient for silica as the PCF forming material. . The innermost part of the fiber is core, represented by Fig. 1(b) and (c) with circular air hole and elliptical air hole respectively. This region is holding two layers circular hole with same diameter. Nevertheless this region is also employed elliptical air holes for study the sensitivity performance and other modal parameters for the fiber. Outer region of the core of the fiber is cladding. The diameter of the hole is
The fiber has containing finite number of air holes all playing as a role of dielectric medium in this outermost cladding region. The fiber creates symmetry for this fiber. Beside this and anisotropic circular perfectly matched layer is employed here to subdue unwanted incident electromagnetic ray acts as the boundary limit condition. The PML 10% PML depth is opted here [2] .The hosting material for this PCF is pure silica is preferred here for its optical novelty [1] [2] [3] [4] . Fabrication is a vital issue for microstructure PCF. Different fabrication technique is used for their design flexibility reported in article [2] [3] [4] . Fig. 2 demonstrates the modal intensity of the proposed PCF for both of elliptical and circular holes in core region in X-polarization and Y-polarization mode respectively. We have compiled two proposed PCF based sensor using FEM based commercial tool COMSOL Multiphysics version 4.2. Furthermore, finer mesh analysis is employed here to trace out the modal characteristics of PCF. Using this mesh analysis, it is found the number of vertex elements, boundary elements, total elements, and minimum element quality are 444, 3438, 30784, and 0.6773 respectively. For certain specific wavelength the light propagated within the core region. There aeries degree of freedom for operating wavelength. In controlling wavelength 1.55 mm is found 215665 degree of freedom. The background material of the PCF is silica. It has refractive index which is fully dependable on wavelength. For estimated different parameters for the proposed PCF Eqs. (1)- (10) are employed here, all are reported in the research article [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The relationship between refractive index and wavelength for silica is maintained by Sellmeier Eq. (1) as follows
where, λ is the operating wavelength, B j and C j are the Sellmeier coefficient for silica noted in Table 4 The propagation constant β is generate here and abide by the following Eq. (2)
where, K 0 ¼ 2π/λ; K 0 is the free space wave number. Due to the finite number of cladding air hole some light penetrate into the cladding region are liable for confinement or leakage loss. It can be enumerated from the imaginary part of the propagation constant β.
where, I m [n eff ] is the imaginary part of the propagation constant. To realize the sensitivity response of the PCF it is necessary to compute the relative sensitivity coefficient r and it is maintaining the following Eq. (4) r ¼ n r R e ½n eff Â f ð4Þ
Here R e [n eff ] is the real portion of β. But relative sensitivity coefficient r is closely involved with f. The f is the percent of energy that holds by the PCF cavities. There occurs energy conversation so the f can be expressed by Poynting's theorem and written as follows (5) f ¼
In Eq. (5) numerator signifying the total power which is sense from target sample or target species and denominator representing total power of the PCF.
The effective area of the proposed can be formulated by the given Eq. (6)
where, E is the transverse electric field vector of the fundamental mode and it is acquitted from proposed PCF. The source to fiber coupling efficiency is largely dependent on numerical aperture (NA). The NA of the PCF can be expressed as following Eq. (7) and NA is closely related with A eff.
Certain of mode are propagating through the fiber. The figure of waveguide mode is ascertained by V-parameter or V eff . There also remains standard for V eff which defines a fiber is multimode for V eff 4 2.405 and otherwise it is single mode or mono mode. The V-parameter of the wave guide is calculated by Eq. (8)
where, α eff is the radius of the PCF core in mm unit. After determining the V eff it is favorable to enumerate Marcuse spot size is expressed as the Eq. (9) W eff ¼ R Â 0:65 þ 1:619
Beam divergence can be evaluated from Gaussian beam theory and it is denoted by θ in radian and calculated as follows Eq. (10) θ ¼ tan
where, θ is in radian unit.
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